A Coordenadora do PPGD UFRGS e Diretora do CDEA, Profa. Dra. dr. h. c. Claudia Lima Marques visitou o Diretor do Centro de Estudos Alemães-HUB da Universidade de Cambridge (UK), Prof. Dr. Chris Young e o Centro de Pesquisas em Artes, Ciências Sociais e Humanidades de Cambridge (CRASSH), coordenado pela Profa. Dra. Jan-Melissa Schramm. Da visita resultou a organização, para 2020, de um Congresso conjunto em Cambridge entre o CDEA- Porto Alegre, o HUB-Cambridge, o CRASSH e o PPGD UFRGS. Visitou também o Centro de Direito Internacional Lauterpacht, onde reencontrou os ex-alunos da Faculdade de Direito da UFRGS, Dr. Fernando Bordin (hoje lecturer do College Sydney Sussex e que lançou seu livro), e a doutoranda Luiza Leão, ambos destacados no Jornal do Instituto (anexo), para nossa alegria. Em 2019, o Dr. Fernando Bordin lançará seu livro no CDEA e para 2021 está previsto um evento em Porto Alegre, com os colegas de Cambridge.
Centro de Estudos Europeus e Alemães
The Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition is the world’s largest moot court competition with participants from over 645 law schools in 95 countries.

The Competition is a simulation of a fictional dispute between countries before the International Court of Justice, the judicial organ of the United Nations. One team is allowed to participate from every eligible school. Teams prepare oral and written pleadings arguing both the applicant and respondent positions of the case.

This year, the Cambridge team comprised five students from the LL.M. and the Law Tripos, and the case on which they worked was entitled: Case concerning the Egart and the Ibra**, dealt with legal issues such as the annulment of arbitral awards, nuclear non-proliferation, freedom of navigation, use of force at sea, and the regulation of the use of automated submarines.

With an excellent performance, the team went through to the UK National semi-finals, and one of the oralists, Samuel Dayan, had the second highest average score in the competition.

The team members were Samuel Dayan, Natascha Kersting, Candice Lau, Francisco Quelhas Lima and Jeremy Ng and the coaches were Dr. Rumiana Yotova and Luiza Leão Soares Pereira.
Fernando’s book investigates how an analogy between States and international organizations has influenced and supported the development of the law that applies to intergovernmental institutions on the international plane. That is best illustrated by the work of the International Law Commission on the treaties and responsibility of international organizations, where the Commission for the most part extended to organizations rules that had been originally devised for States. Revisiting those codification projects while also looking into other areas, the book reflects on how techniques of legal reasoning can be - and have been - used by international institutions and the legal profession to tackle situations of uncertainty, and discusses the elusive position that international organizations occupy in the international legal system. By cutting across some foundational topics of the discipline, the book makes a substantive contribution to the literature on subjects and sources of international law.
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